DEPARTMENT OF
Criminology, Law and Society

DOCTORAL AND MASTER’S PROGRAMS
MA/PhD in Criminology, Law and Society
MS in Criminal Justice

FACULTY
BEIDI DONG (University of Florida) — Assistant Professor. Violence prevention, youth gangs, firearms, social ecology and crime, life-course criminology, research design and quantitative methods

CATHERINE A. GALLAGHER (University of Maryland) — Associate Professor. Health care and justice agencies, health and safety of justice-involved persons, juvenile justice, federal data collections

CHARLOTTE GILL (University of Pennsylvania) — Assistant Professor. Community-based crime prevention, place-based criminology, juvenile justice, reentry, program evaluation, quantitative methods, research synthesis

DEVON JOHNSON (University of California, Los Angeles) — Associate Professor. Public opinion on criminal justice issues, race and criminal justice, politics of crime and justice policy, survey methods

CHRISTOPHER S. KOPER (University of Maryland) — Associate Professor. Firearms, violence, and public policy, police and crime control, organizational change in policing, policy and program evaluation, assessment of crime trends

CYNTHIA LUM (University of Maryland) — Professor. Policing, security, criminal justice evaluation research, translational criminology

STEPHEN MASTROFSKI (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) — University Professor. Police discretion, police organizations and their reform, systematic field observation methods in criminology

LINDA M. MEROLA (George Washington University Law School & Georgetown University) — Associate Professor. Civil liberties, the courts, privacy and technology, terrorism, survey and experimental methods

ALLISON REDLICH (University of California, Davis) — Professor. Guilty pleas, interrogation and confessions, wrongful convictions, juvenile justice, mental health courts, experimental criminology

LAURIE O. ROBINSON (Brown University) — Clarence J. Robinson Professor. Crime and public policy, policing reform, federal support for translational criminology and criminal justice innovation, public management in criminal justice

DANIELLE S. RUDES (University of California, Irvine) — Associate Professor. Organizational change, community corrections, prisons, law and society, prisoner reentry, qualitative methods

FAYE S. TAXMAN (Rutgers University) — University Professor. Health services and correctional research, innovations in courts, probation, and corrections, program design and interventions, experimentation and evaluation

DAVID WEISBURD (Yale University) — Distinguished Professor. Police innovation, geography of crime, experimental criminology, statistics and research methods, white collar crime

JAMES WILLIS (Yale University) — Associate Professor. Police organizations, police reform, police decision making, punishment in an historical context

DAVID B. WILSON (Claremont Graduate University) — Professor. Crime prevention and correctional treatment programs, meta-analysis, quantitative research methods

SUE-MING YANG (University of Maryland) — Assistant Professor. Neighborhoods and crime, urban disorder and racial stereotypes, innovative research methods, international terrorism

THE PROGRAM
Award-winning Faculty
Rigorous Training
Policy Relevant

HIGHLIGHTS
• Significant Doctoral Student Funding
• Faculty Mentorship of Graduate Students
• Opportunities for Student Research and Publishing
• Collaborations with Justice Agencies
• Outreach to Policymakers and Practitioners

AFFILIATED CENTERS
CENTER FOR ADVANCING CORRECTIONAL EXCELLENCE
CENTER FOR EVIDENCE-BASED CRIME POLICY
CENTER FOR JUSTICE LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

VISIT US
cls.gmu.edu